Broadcast License Agreement

This Broadcast Exhibition License Agreement is entered into between, Boat Angel Outreach Center, a Not for Profit organization (producer/licensor), and ____________________________________________ (Fill in Your Individual or Organization name) referred to as Exhibitor/Broadcaster/Licensee, whose principle place of business is:

Phone ___________________________  Website __________________________________
E-mail ______________________________  Signature ___________________________________

Place a check by the Programs below you are requesting:

☐ Hollywood Makeover (Shows 1-19 28:30 E/I)
☐ Artissé  ☐ Circus Maximus  ☐ Inside Out
☐ Jake and The Giants  ☐ Adventures of Donkey Ollie (Shows 1-13 28:30 E/I)
☐ Evermore Worship I  ☐ Evermore Worship II

Broadcast Exhibition Dates ____________________________________________
Number in Audience ______________________  Venue/Broadcast Station _____________

GRANT OF RIGHTS*: Producer grants to Exhibitor/Broadcaster the following to broadcast/exhibit the program for the period from January 15th, 2016, to February 15th, 2017, date of Request (issue date shall be the same as submission date.) Rights include broadcasting the program via cable, satellite, domestic and foreign television for non-commercial purposes, program may not be resold. Program may not be edited for placement of commercial content. Program is not permitted to be edited except as needed to fit in time slot on the condition that entire program is shown sequentially. Program may be used for fund raising purposes and edited for such purposes. Rights are granted for non-commercial exhibition in schools, auditoriums, movie theatres, churches, outdoor areas, parks, and trade shows; it may be exhibited in places that require admission fees as long as no tickets are sold for the specific exhibition of the movie requested.*For Internet Broadcasting a separate agreement must be signed.

Programmer/Exhibitor acknowledges that this granting of rights is not a partnership and all responsibilities for venues, insurance, projection equipment, advertising or event broadcast including but not limited to broadcast time preparation or services shall in no way enjoin Producer or Producer’s ownership of rights to or force Producer or program into any obligation to pay for any service concerning Exhibition or Broadcasting. Producer is not a partner but solely a licensor. Rights are granted on a no-fees basis; all bills and obligation are the sole responsibility of the Exhibitor/Broadcaster/Licensee. Grantor will furnish at no charge a broadcast quality DVD copy of selected program(s), please allow 10 days for delivery of such program. All music rights, video sync rights, and copyrights regarding this program have been cleared by Boat Angel Outreach Center. Internet use permitted if broadcaster adds CC files.

Closed-Captioning Files [CC] available at http://www.boatangel.com
FAX to 480-668-4855, Or SCAN completed request and e-mail to: bstewart@boatangel.org